Issue : Summer 2022

WELCOME BACK!

P.E.

We hope you have had an enjoyable Easter Break and have
recharged your batteries. Last term was fantastic and we
thank you for all your support. We have lots of exciting
things to look forward to and we look forward to continuing to
work with your amazing children! We are super excited to
start our new topic this half term and open our own pizzeria!

PE will take place
on the

LEARNING HEADLINES

following days:
Tuesday and
Thursday.

World Kitchen!
Plants!
Pizza!
ENGLISH

HISTORY AND
GEOGRAPHY

We will be

In English this term we will be
We will be learning
writing a persuasive booklet
about geography,
for the year R children all
researching
countries
about eating fruit. We have
around
the
world
and
read Handa’s surprise and
their
climates.
We
will
tasted different exotic fruit.
find each country on a
We will also be writing a
globe and explore into
recount about one of our
exciting activities that will be their culture. Using our
knowledge, this will
happening in the summer term.
feed into our science

RSHE
This half term we will be learning about relationships.
This will include discussion based on: Family, Belong,
Same, Different, Friends, Friendship, Qualities, Caring,
Sharing, Kind, Greeting, Touch, Feel, Texture, Like, Dislike,
Help, Helpful, Community, Feelings, Confidence, Praise,
Skills, Self-belief, Incredible, Proud, Celebrate, Relationships,
Special, Appreciate. Next half term will be about ‘Changing
me’.

The vocabulary we will be covering is: Changes,
Life cycles, Baby, Adult, Adulthood, Grown-up, Mature, Male,
Female, Vagina, Penis, Testicles, Vulva, Anus, Learn, New,
Grow, Feelings, Anxious, Worried, Excited, Coping.

MATHS

focussing on
team games and
how this links
into our jigsaw
topic of
relationships
and team work.

In Maths
this term we
will be learning all
about multiplication
ART
and division. The
children will be
sharing and
We will be learning
grouping items as
from a visitor
well as counting in
about a famous
2s, 5s and 10s. We painting that links
will also be looking
into our topic. We
at fractions using
will then have the
our knowledge of
opportunity to crehalves, quarters
ate a mixed media
and shapes.
replica. In discovery time, the children will also have
SCIENCE
an opportunity to
explore printing
We will be learning all
techniques
using
about plants and what
fruit.
they need to grow. We

will be planting our own
herbs and tomatoes.

